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Abstract

5-(2-Phenyl-3%-indolal)-2-thiohydantoin (PIT) has been evaluated as an anti-cancer compound on several cancer lines organised
in to subpanels representing leukemia, melanoma, and cancer of lung, colon, kidney, ovary, breast, prostate and central nervous
system by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) anti-cancer drug screen programme. The compound showed inhibitory activity on
several cancer cell lines. No information is available on anti-cancer potency of this compound with normal cell lines. © 2000
Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The discovery and development of novel therapeutic
products for the treatment of malignancy is vitally
important for the management of cancer patients. The
tremendous potential advantages and challenges associ-
ated with the use of a molecular approach to cancer
drugs have been reviewed [1]. The recent emphasis on
the use of molecular modeling for the design of cancer
drugs has substantial intellectual appeal. In fact, the
major examples of rationally synthesised anti-tumour
drugs, in use for the treatment of cancer in humans are
restricted to the antimetabolites and the hormonally
active agents [2]. Perhaps a more realistic objective is
selective delivery of a cytotoxic agent to cancer cells, to
maximise the concentration of the cytotoxic agent at
the tumour while minimising its concentration around
healthy tissues [3].

Indole and hydantoin derivatives constitute an im-
portant class of therapeutic agents in medicinal chem-
istry [4,5]. Indole-3-carbinol (I3C), a natural

component from cruciferous vegetables, has been docu-
mented as acting as a modulator of carcinogenesis in
various animal models [6]. Long term administration of
I3C in the diet inhibits diethylnitrosamine-initiated hep-
atocarcinogenesis in the infant mouse model. Indeed,
this naturally occurring compound is a promising anti-
cancer agent that has been shown previously to induce
a G1 cell cycle arrest of human breast cancer cell lines
[7].

Some new 2-phenylindole derivatives with sulfur con-
taining side chain showed significant in vivo antineo-
plastic activity [8]. Ge et al. found that a dimer of I3C
induced apoptosis in human cancer cells and that the
induction of apoptosis was independent from the P53

pathway [9]. Isoindole derivatives having a substitutent
with strongly electron donating properties showed en-
hanced anti-tumour activity [10]. Spirohydantoin mus-
tard (spiromustin) is a combination of nitrogen
mustard and a derivative of phenytoin, an anticonvul-
sant drug that rapidly penetrates the blood–brain bar-
rier and localises drug delivery to brain tumours [11].

This paper reports the anti cancer activity of 5-(2-
phenyl-3%-indolal)-2-thiohydantoin (PIT) which was
first synthesised and investigated as an aldose reductase
inhibitor and for anti-HIV activity [12,13].
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2. Experimental

Cytotoxicity tests were performed at National Cancer
Institute (USA). The development and implementation
of a pilot scale, in vitro, anticancer drug screen utilising
a panel of 54 human tumour cell lines organised in to
subpanels representing leukemia, melanoma, and can-
cer of lung, colon, kidney, ovary, breast, prostate and
central nervous system was described. Each cell line was
inoculated onto microtiter plates, then preincubated for
24–28 h. Subsequently, test agents were added in five
tenfold dilutions and the culture was incubated for an
additional 48 h. For each test agent, a dose–response
profile was generated. End-point determinations of the
cell viability or cell growth were performed by in situ
fixation of cells, followed by staining with a protein-
binding dye, sulforhadamine B (SRB) [14]. The SRB
binds to the basic amino acids of cellular macro-
molecules; the solubilised stain was measured spec-
trophotometrically to determine relative cell growth or
viability in treated cells.

The dose–response curves in Fig. 1 were created by
plotting the percentage growths against the log10 of the
corresponding concentration for every cell line. The cell
line curves were grouped by subpanels. Horizontal lines

were provided at the PG values of +50 and −50. The
concentrations corresponding to points where the
curves cross these lines are the GI50 (50% growth
inhibition), TGI (total growth inhibition), LC50 (50%
cell kill), respectively. Each concentration was ex-
pressed as the log10 (molar or m/ml). Currently, the cell
panel consists of the cell lines against PIT at a mini-
mum of five concentrations at tenfold dilutions.

3. Results and discussion

We describe here the development of a pilot scale, in
vitro, anti cancer drug screen of anti cancer drug
candidate PIT. A panel of human tumour cell lines was

Fig. 1. Dose–response curves for nine cell lines incubated with PIT.
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used for the tests. Most significant activity value was
obtained against leukemia cell lines. Within these cell
lines, a fairly dramatic difference was observed between
leukemia cells and the other cancer cell lines. In
leukemia cells, except MOLT-4 cell line, low log GI50

values (−5.14 for HL-60; −5.00 for K-562; −5.06 for
RPMI-8226; and −5.20 for SR) were observed when
compared with the other cell lines. Interestingly, PIT
showed slightly better log GI50 value (−5.03) for UO-
31 cell line in renal cancer panel.

Fig. 1 shows dose response curves of PIT. The results
of this screening showed a certain cellular subpanel
selectivity around 10−4 molar concentrations. The most
diluted concentration (10−9 M) was not considered
because of its scarce significance. Unfortunately, the
high doses required for the best activity prevented any
screening in vivo.

A study with a series of sulphonylurea derivatives
reported to possess a broad spectrum of activity in
several solid tumour models [15,16]; therefore new 2-
phenylindole derivatives with sulfur containing side
chain have considerable interest. Sulfonyl urea deriva-
tives have been found to accumulate in the cell mito-
chondria, the mitochondria may be the target site for
anti tumour activity of these compounds [17,18]. Modes
of action of these compounds differ from traditional
anti cancer drugs which typically inhibit DNA, RNA,
or protein synthesis.

Since the 2-phenylindole and some hydantoin deriva-
tives are important in cancer research, in our continu-
ing search for anti tumour agents, we are planning to
design and synthesised more indolalthiohydantoin
derivatives to investigate. Considering this group of
therapeutic agents that has not been studied previously
for their anti cancer activity, it is promising to search
new derivatives.
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